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Jeffrey Zable
   The Opening

Hello my name is Tristan Tzara and I’m writing to you

with an invisible fountain pen. My words will tell you if

you should come one step closer or take two steps back.

They will tell you what to eat, who to eat with, and what

part of  the person to eat first should it come to that. They 

will follow you to the cleaners, the taxidermist, and down

a manhole where in the darkness you will discover a new

world much brighter than the one you thought you knew.

They will allow you to become a prince, a putz, a gopher,

or a golfer if  you practice with a flyswatter while dressed

in blue. They will give you encouragement as you climb

that mountain with little more than a bottle of  red and an

old bag of  cookies in which the ants sucked out the cream.

They will dance for you, a rumba, a tango and even a Pango

which is a new form of  falling to the floor and declaring

your independence. In spite of  everything you once believed,

you came, you saw, and eventually conquered a multitude

of  shadows that slept there beside you and dreamed they

were you on a long hot journey to suicide and redemption

in the annals of  eternity, opening the doors to your eyes.
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Matthew Hamilton
   Smoke Jumper

The orange earth below

burns of  cities.

I see a buck 

with flames on his back

jump into a river. 

The wind blows his body

across the water 

as if  it’s cottonwood seed.

His hooves spark the underbrush 

and the fire is on me.

My eyes burn.

The universe ignites.

I curl into the water

like a pill bug, 

thick with silver dust,

dig myself  in,

and wait.  

It starts to rain

by the time the chopper

touches down.
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Sea Sharp
   Joansie

show me how to steal

black panties from the walmart stash 

the grass and run faster when they chase us 

up the chain linked fences

 

show me how to be callused soles

kicking a cow treading the gravel

roads show me how to lose time kiss

black boys in the moonlight stick a quarter

in the payphone to feed our parents

lies and make them sound delicious

because we must act first

play hard live by the code

 

and I will keep

my shirt on

 

let us hold hands you and I

walk all over this damn town

so everyone will see us

wild enough to not give fucks

 

show me how to walk

the long way home like the street

kids in the ditches grinding

their teeth rough eyed and

starving hitchhiking to

anywhere but here
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and show me how to mock

the stoop kids melting tenderly

three steps above the sidewalk

bible in their palms feeling so much

closer to their dandy white gods
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Patrick Johnson
   Sleeping with Kermit the Frog

I’ve been sleeping with Kermit

For over twenty years now.

My mother thought it was adorable;

She never caught Kermit enjoying

The wash’s spin cycle.

My father did.

Said it’d stunt my growth,

Kill my eyes,

Get felt all over 

My indeterminately-sized

Hands.

Miss Piggy didn’t approve either.

My father used her to discipline me

Because she was terrifying.

Like my grandfather with

A wig, no cigarettes, no cane.

Miss Piggy burned in the car crash

That trapped my parents in the hospital.

My father died from crushed lungs

Ending “The fuck is wrong with you?”s.

My mother died from a broken heart

Impaled by a spare rib,

Settlement pending.

It’s just me and Kermit and

Silence in the house
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Until we get into bed—closing

The door out of  habit.

Turning out the lights

So I can concentrate.

We use my childhood bed

Under X-Men sheets,

Have late-night pillow talk.

I’d take acid to make

Kermit’s voice sound

Less like mine

But I don’t know where to get any,

And it’d mean leaving our house

And learning how to smoke acid.

I suppose it’s weird

Fisting Kermit three-fourths 

The way towards my elbow

To make him talk,

But I’ve been doing it with him

Almost every night

Since I was three.

It’s not a fetish I swear

It’s necrophilia before anything else.

A séance, really.

All I want is someone to talk to.

I just want to get 

To Sesame Street.

People to talk to there.

And puppets.
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I’m fine giving up Kermit

For other people to talk to

Even if  they’re puppets.

Tired of  lying in bed every night

With just my hand

And a green sock 

With unblinking eyes

I know are always watching me.

I should probably Google

If  you’re supposed to smoke acid.
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Dennis Trudell
   Inner City Tale

The boy knows he isn’t the only

one in the classroom with a father

in prison. But he feels the others

don’t think much about that. He

didn’t either until this year, seventh

grade, when he often wonders what

his father is doing right now. How

hard this minute is. And now this

one, this one... Do some press

at the sides of  Dad’s head until he

can barely keep from screaming?

Do they at times seem something

solid he can’t help inhaling, though

they make him gag? Maybe he has

a way of  going numb when things

get too bad, like counting backwards

in his mind from a thousand. Or

closing his eyes and seeing in his

mind a night full of  stars. The boy

closes his and is trying to do that

when he hears the teacher say his 

name. No, he won’t open them:

he’s suddenly certain Dad needs

his help and that he’s sending it

the only way he can. He imagines

stars as salt on a black tablecloth—

but the teacher’s louder voice

bursts through it. “Shut up!”

the boy shouts. No one sees him
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bearing a small smile after being

sent to the principal’s office

and from there to a small room

by himself  for the rest of  the day.
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Linda Ann Strang
   Méliès, the Moon Has No Money

Not even a sixpence,

she rolls in the gutter like a rotten orange.

The moon was a modest movie star, pliant,

musky but silent. Debutantes fainted

to the sound of  pianos.

Along the Champs Elysées—Paris in ostrich,

depressed—she was numinous, 

she lost luminous gloves.

Everyone there felt obscurely caressed.

The moon loves frottage. 

Her tears stand erect on the dark side 

of  the tram although her laughs are full of  light.

Like one of  the elect

she alights with four and twenty blackbirds.

Baked in a pie, they birth themselves 

with bloody beaks,

bursting through a flaky pastry sky.

Bulimic? The moon is.

She devours chocolate out of  the night

and vomits it into the ocean’s toilet.

She’s a gem. 
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I have my finger down the moon’s throat.

She has my pulse in her brain stem.

She’s eaten by wolves. Clawed at by owls.

Her howls, melodic, escape from their mouths.

The moon covers mothers in pale sheets.

They hover and fret, humidifying ghosts.

There stands one at the foot of  your bed.

I always contemplate the moon at midnight.

Later, I grate her onto breakfast with chives.

She draws all my madness out

like a poultice with two black eyes,

like a magnet wearing a dirty white dress.
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Bruce McRae
   The Last Flower

The gentle swaying of  the world,

its specks of  dust and dinosaur bones,

isms vibrating on every frequency,

the essences of  science being said and done, 

light rays and light waves subsumed

by weathering wind and water.

Hearing frank opinions on the radio

and possible sea-cow lowing,

looking for a shoe to throw at the moon,

the forecast allowing for day, then night,

foreknowledge influenced 

by even our most trivial obsessions.

Amongst ruins, rubble, remnants and rot—

summer swinging higher, gravity thrumming,

entropy a real go-getter, your ill-gotten passions 

turning love into a metabolic sludge, drudgery

another word for going into work today,

yours truly trudging through coal dust,

reaching for the last flower, seeing a light,

or something very like a light, strung in mid-air,

the what-is going side-to-side in sidereal fashion.

The hour late. The journey longer.
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Heather Rick
   Sister Saint

The tape deck in your car has been busted since February and it plays only one 

song now, four whiskey chords and a drawl reflecting the curves of  an Alabama 

ghost moon, embedding in my head 

 the finality of  winter,

 the inevitability of  winter,

 the grandiose abandonment of  winter. 

And so I will write to you over the chords of  that winter-repeating song to 

 remind you of  when we emptied your bottles of  small prayers and  

 eight-dollar wine

 and winter was submission to god.

February pisses the bed with me in it,

 a bed in which I am perpetually awakening on a morning of  sleet 

 and hangover.

 But these memories will cease repeating come spring,

 evaporated into these girl-haunted walls, 

 nothing but purple-stained corks and lost earrings in my wake.

And whether I’ve returned to a Midwestern city that is a garden of  steel flowers

 or to Boston to read Proust to the punks patrolling Harvard Square 

 or if  I’ve gone north to god’s country, to that frozen aurora of  

 tundra-trodden souls, 

 you’ll never know for sure.

You’ll have to keep looking for me in the blank static at the end of  a mixtape,

 in the stacks of  old Playboys that keep my Qur’an company in your 

 house like a 

 contingent of  paper houris.
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Look for me in the image of  Christ which stands in the frayed-carpet winter-

daylight of  your living room,

Jesus of  the sacred heart, 

his head broken off  and replaced with a pair of  monstrous deer antlers, the 

inscription around the base of  the image reading, 

 “I will bless those places wherein the image of  my sacred heart shall be 

 exposed and venerated.”

Look for me in the burning of  exposed hearts, 

feel for me in the winterhouse of  god, 

pray for me in the songs on the tape deck.
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Emm Borgerding
   Slipping

as if  everything was

ice and your

fingertips were numb. 

Some sort of  syrup

 —honey, maybe

 if  the bees hadn’t died years ago—

a thick lake in the 

pores of  your tongue.

You claw at the dirt in

the wrinkles of  your feet but

don’t find the stone that has been

scratching your heel and

causing your limp.

A thousand miles away,

 —or maybe only five hundred

 or maybe just a few feet

 just out of  grasp—

some throbbing organ lies bleeding

and you think it might belong to you

but you can’t remember last Saturday

only that there wasn’t a moon

and all the fireflies froze and

floated to the ground

as if  the stars were falling,

as if  everything was ice and

your fingertips were numb.

The wind stopped blowing and

everything was still

 —or at least, 
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 it felt that way—

until you realized the 

only dead thing on the tundra

was you.
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Emm Borgerding
   After Without

Maybe my father will be there,

and his beard would be

red again, youthful from the

promise of  a crisp autumn and

grey skies.

I will be barefoot, and

maybe there’ll be a

hand outstretched.

Maybe a strong one,

maybe a slim one, or

maybe I will be nothing but

some figure carved of

Canadian Shield, a

silhouette in a

darkening forest, and

maybe.

Maybe I will be alone,

but I will have hope,

and the rumble of  a

thunderstorm off  the

horizon,

calling me home.
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Brandyn Johnson
   The Man at the Pizza Buffet

is wearing his gun on his hip.

What happened the last time 

he was here? Who snatched 

the last heatlamp dried 

crunchy slice of  pepperoni 

when he reached?

He struts around the sneezeguard 

protected pies like a queen 

choosing the day’s handbag.

He stutters buffet traffic 

like a shoulder speedtrap.

His frown shrugs 

as if  to say just in case. 

His belly says not off-duty cop.

We all try not to stare 

but he wants us to notice.

Nobody in here is going 

to harm you, sir, we all tell him.
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Brandyn Johnson
   Tiger

I don’t know how it is for rats, pigs, 

or snakes like my brother, but when the red calendar

in the red-walled restaurant told 

me that I was a tiger, I took that fortune

with me in my corduroy pocket.

What perfect sense this made to me,

an explanation for why I liked to climb

stairs on all fours,

 

why—in fights—I felt

the desire to bite instead

 

of  slapping like some monkey

or kicking like some oafish ox, 

why I slept in semi-circles, my spine an orange slice

striped by sun through slanted blinds.

Even now I find myself  hungriest at night,

rummaging through stuff

to tear open with my teeth.

I wonder

when I’m lined up

between velvet dividers before
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a bank window,

flanked by zookeeping guards,

& some rabbit or some cock

tries to strut by...

would it really be my fault?
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Jonathan Greenhause
   Metamorphoses

The millipede’s not a snake,   but the young girl thinks so

& hopes that by calling it that

this insect might pass through   the plastic walls of  its cage.

She’s a believer in metamorphosis,   in the changes belief  effectuates;

& so   she refers to the bat as a dragon

& moves her arms   as if  flapping her scaly wings,

all while pondering if  there could be a bird so bright   as a firefly is.

She stares at the capybara   & baptizes it an elephant,

wondering   what it’d be like to ride it

as it trudges through the packed snow   of  the Pyrenees,

even when the only mountains she ever sees   are anthills

popping up after torrential rains.   In her tender eyes, the beetle

becomes a rhinoceros,   the shrew   a kangaroo,

& the mouse   a hippopotamus.   What she lacks in size

she compensates with invention,   creating a jungle

out of  a patch of  grass   & a plateau from the curbside.

The zoo becomes her universe,   each creature inside it

a more powerful version   of  its humble self:

Each pygmy marmoset   growing up to be a gorilla;

each gecko   a crocodile   but still clinging to the walls.   

The grey wolf    replaces the yapping Chihuahua,

& a tiger prowls in the grounds   in lieu of  the tabby cat.

& she herself    is hardly recognizable,   now an eagle,

though all others still see   exactly what they imagine her to be.
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Kevin Brown
   404 Page Not Found

We had heard of  couples who could finish

one another’s sentences, could order for one

another in restaurants they had never visited,

could tell which questions the other could answer

in Trivial Pursuit or on Jeopardy. We can prime

our neurons to provide faster responses

by building stronger connections, like some

web browsers that preload frequently visited

pages, called prefetching, as if  we throw sticks

into the internet and expect them to be returned.

You thought you knew my thoughts

on children, believed your mother and mine,

who said I was like my father, would change

my mind in months, maybe a few years,

at most. So you would start sentences for me

to finish: I can’t wait until we have or 

It’ll be great when there’s a little, while I sat silently,

like a browser, circle spinning and spinning,

looking for a webpage that has never existed.
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Kevin Brown
   Orienting Response

You asked me to make lists—the five

future jobs I would want; ten countries

or cities where I would like to live;

five things I want to do one day,

skydiving, say, or watching tennis

at Wimbledon. I told you I found joy

in my job teaching tenth graders

American literature; enjoyed the ease

of  access in a small town, with amenities

nearby; quoted Thoreau on traveling:

As travelers go around the world and report natural objects and phenomena, so let another 

stay at home and report the phenomena of  his own life.

Whenever we would eat in restaurants

with televisions, I would try to avoid

facing them, distracted by sports I

could not care about.  You explained

the evolutionary mechanism that allows

us to know where we are by watching

moving objects.  You told me about

another job in another city; another man

at some point was implied.  I helped

you load your U-Haul, watched you

wind down the country road you

complained was too quiet for you.

I knew just where I stood.
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Elena Botts
   melancholy

i. prelude

I am not existing so readily. I am not existing so readily. I am not existing so 

readily.

ii. melancholy#1

you have melancholy eyes slanted to hold

in numeric universes inside, scrolling in

scrolling your tight miniature ocean syntax speech, tidbits of  news stripped of  

vapidity, what it lacked was satire—the thin lip of  your boot slicked, but oh

thunder in your hair that you tuft and lightning but never gets out, your lonely 

body merely debris after-rain so pale, window curtain sadness

because you know the moon is crying even when it is waxed, you know

you’re alone in the dark night always but you know you are the dark night 

always.

iii. melancholy#2

you are made of  milk and buried tributaries, 

a lost thing. maybe you are a displaced city, all atmosphere in your hair

and the bare simplicity of  human bones.

deconstruct all of  me and we can watch the sun set in a kind of  afterlife 

eternity.

i’m sorry always for taking you to staircases

and driving me crazy

pretending as if  the moon could dream,

its pale liquidity dripping along the tenement front and freezing

me in a summer night eternity on this porch (here is another empty house 

glimmering

with substantial not-life)
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so it’s autumn, so its freight barreling into the front of  my face, rusted vestiges

of  civilization trembling my vertebrate

in manufactured calamities, yet again

here is a thing more powerful in itself

than ever man intended (your

lost dark eyes and features so carefully

alpine, the mouth railed in displacement

lines, the feathered periphery

of  motion in and out

of  rooms, whatever). i’ll always.
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Elena Botts
   (and jump out)

once i open the window (and jump out), i am a real body and nothing 

more or less, the stars summoning darkness

and folding it gradually between them

i must have abandoned love to the ocean (there was

no other option), mailed my

soul to the wrong address, regardless

the sun outlines the sky in terrible

light before bowing to its pale shadow,

that brother, moon. i imagine you

in the alien hours of  your life, humming

with inaudible dreams, reams and reams

of  silence gracing your bones but

coming undone somewhere around those

wild rosy eyes, like unlit mountainous skies.

it’s strange to think of  you like after

forest fires, waning and crippled, the shivering

as though an endless all-consuming

ghost of  fire embraced birches, you 

held me long past my lifetime, as though

we were becoming, oh

i don’t know.
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Michelle Donahue
   A Poem for Luis

             San Miguel, Guatemala

You can’t speak mine

so I’ll try to speak yours.

Aburrido, you said. Bored

when the other guests

spoke only English & you were

left alone working at the bar 

with nothing but sky & Lago

Peten Itza lit like a carnival. 

Aburrido. Your eyes bore into

mine. You look so cansado. Not

tired, but your eyes always water

red, burning to wear glasses.

Es muy caro. You said, always.

Expensive. Books, pills, trips

to the ocean. Caro. Expensive.

your face inked lake dark.

Face. Cara. Do you want a photo?

We walked high to El Mirador
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San Miguel peninsula stretching

like horizon. No, estoy muy feo.

Ugly. I should have said I like

your face. Lo siento. Sorry. 

Literally, I feel it. I wish I could 

bring you to the US. As I sit here 

at the open bar wishing for home

and other homes, I know that 

longing for a world out of  reach. 

I feel it. But I’ve left, felt the flex 

of  different soil, I was born happy

in a right place and still I tell you

I don’t have much money. Mira.

Let’s look at the lake & imagine. 
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Susana H. Case
   Hourglass

The porter runs over to ask if  I want him 

to take my photo with Marilyn Monroe,

J. Seward Johnson’s life-sized 

statue in the Washington, DC hotel lobby. 

Marilyn, the skirt of  her white halter dress 

lifted by a blast from a subway grate,

a scene from The Seven Year Itch,

shot two weeks before 

her separation from Joe DiMaggio.  

What more can anyone say about her,

without giving up on Marilyn, the way

she gave up on herself, lonely,

in despair at not being taken seriously. 

I don’t want to give up on myself,

don’t want to be the boss of  loss.

Let’s, instead, eat cake together, Marilyn,

damn the waistline, drink

margaritas until we can’t stop

laughing, take our high heels and grind

grief  into the sidewalk! Let’s steal

Better Than Sex mascara from Sephora

and layer it on thick as molasses!

I’m addressing a Marilyn who doesn’t exist,

frozen in place in the lobby,

her dress, those years, when it seemed 

the only hourglass was her vibrant figure.
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And here’s the porter, who didn’t give up,

his photo of  me, smiling.

I gaze out steadfast, cocky in my choices,

no need at all to prepare for contingencies. 

As if  Marilyn didn’t swallow so many pills. 

As if  the dress didn’t yellow with age.
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Susana H. Case
   First Death

I dreamed there was a leak, a corner 

of  the wallpaper, the green leaves 

stained and blistered, the paint cracked 

and curled. When I awoke, I thought 

it was real, the way it was real 

when she died and every morning I awoke 

to the same weight on my body, 

unfurled along its length, as if  a dog 

were on me. That call about my mother—

I was on my knees, cleaning 

the floor tile. I reacted mutely, 

went back to finish the job.

You know how you know something

will happen, but you don’t know

when? Maybe any day would have been

the day it wasn’t supposed to happen.

I didn’t know what to do, where 

the body goes, where I had to go

to fill out forms. I knew there would 

be forms with mourning because

even with leaking walls, there’s always 

paper, paper on every surface. And what 

can we do about it, but paint 

and paper over what we know? 
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John Sibley Williams
   Two Poems for Frank Lloyd Wright

1.

Material origin:    essential in constructing 

                                    the authentic body  authentically.

Angles:    as space must diverge from form   regardless,

                                    and in opposition  

                                                           define harmony.

Structure:    a home begins as dream,         begins air,

                       as content that needs 

                                               something to fill.

Hands:     mold the air

earthward. 

2.

Had we not remade the world into

falling water

and glass that opens us

to forgotten light...

had we not invited 

each season’s perfect transition 

into a house 

built upon such un-
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perfected bedrock...

had we not assumed

our own impermanence

before inscribing 

the cornerstone’s date...

            this drive to recreate

            what it means to live in this place, 

having already paid

the price of  separation

from oneness   in being

and in being  

            integral.
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John Sibley Williams
   Travelogue

No matter the stark

snow-capped descriptions,

the foreign rivers that become

through language

any river, your river,

the unpronounceable city

that is your home,

what do you expect to learn

about here

with there

distanced twofold—

eye and word?

Life is a page 

that remembers only itself—

still I will try 

to give you a mountain

to sleep in, 

an estuary that speaks

the shared language of

yes.
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John Sibley Williams
   Memoir
                           And even this is not about me.

Not the lightning-struck boy

that melted from mountain

into river and emptied

eventually into open sea,

not the absent siblings he drew

in the margins of  notebooks

to resemble the heroes and demons

he feared battling himself,

not love’s fluid arc

from unquenchable fire 

to empty language

and back again

until the embers

never cooled or fully 

shattered night,

not the moment his name

emigrated to memory

or the fragments of  storms

needed to rebuild a house

or the hubristic words

that bowed outward 

toward meaning,

not even this sinuous river 

straightening into a life.
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Brenda Yates
   Absolutely, Positively 4th Street
  Am I thinking about everything,

  Or has everything forgotten me? – Fernando Pessoa

Imminent rain  I didn’t believe in  finds me 

 walking down 4th     as the reluctant air 

  begins losing itself—it can’t quite 

hold together        changing state         as surely as

faith        once it’s begun to let go.       Mist 

 anoints my skin    shrouds my hair   catches 

  in funnel-webs    spun     over 

the shrubs      hedges     rosebushes,       beading 

tiny necklaces     of  no use to anyone,    not even 

 to the spiders   who built these webs,   wanting 

  to catch everything—spiders 

now escaping    down tunnels            that twist 

under leaves   like nets     and usually hold     until rain 

 or wind   lets up.  Strands quiver     given a last tug,   

  tightening   fly or gnat food-stores  

moored    at the end of  slack rope.       Drizzle, 

and autumn roses    silk webs    green leaves     my aging skin 

 and damp hair—glow   or is it shine?   no   

  call it... a sheen     but that word  too  is 

deeply rooted   implies likeness to God—radiance always does.

Now rain begins steady    down     and light can’t be caught 
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    pouring,      violent         

      on petal     leaf         webs 

that here and there   break in the storm      sending  provisions 

swinging   flying   out over the sidewalk     where a worm 

 that had been dry     slickens enough 

  to rise  and leap    back to the edge 

of  dusty dirt  still   splashing up.    Everything is soaked 

when it stops.      Air gathers itself  again.   The worm disappears.

 Spiders emerge   begin repairs.

  A cat   comes out of  a shrub 

next to foliage I’ve ducked under,    sits on the wet sidewalk  

as though he’d always been there—and didn’t mind rain.

 He ignores the roses   still nodding mistily, 

  roses indifferent to him   and to me 

shaking off       the beautiful glisten           of  cobwebs. 
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Colin Dodds
   Indio, California

The highway sign read 

Indio and other desert cities 

as if  they were already an addendum 

to a Biblical catastrophe

The sky became naked, merciless

The highway narrowed, lost lanes

Loneliness became a cosmic affair

By a railroad graveyard, 

the date farms die, the houses sit unfinished 

and the noise overwhelms the signal at last

A man, maybe not old, but ill-used,

bicycled over to beg a dollar

from the only other man for miles 

outside his car or home

The dollar, he said, was for a Corona 

to shelter him from the stars, 

distant mountains and blind eyes of  cars—

His eyes black as snakeholes

under a baseball hat, he let a silence hang 

over the man with a dollar, who shrugged, 

got in his car and moved along 
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Jeffrey Beck
   pantoum of  City Temple, Shanghai

dandling the tassels of  the lantern,

he used to blow death through his cheeks

at the dragons, feeling the burn,

shifting to shift coal to a boiler;

he used to blow death through his cheeks,

the incense swirling the paifangs,

shifting to shift coal to a boiler:

your eyes ache at the rising fumes,

the incense swirling the paifangs

in the temple he imagined;

your eyes ache at the rising fumes:

you offer your torch of  reverence

in the temple he imagined

dandling the tassels of  the lantern;

you offer your torch of  reverence,

bowing to ashes of  your father.
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Sally Molini
   Buyer’s Remorse by the 405

Lunch in the backyard of  my new 

pink stucco home: a bowl of  spring

minestrone and sliced buccellato—

the larger the cake they say, the more 

good luck.  Heat piles up 

like an oil spill hung out to dry, 

onramp across the street 

a monument to trash, graffiti

and weeds. I rise, go to bed

by the roar of  in-transit noise, 

18 million people always

going somewhere. I’m just another 

soft-shell soft-sell earthling 

wishing this tiny scrap of  real 

estate and bad plumbing 

wasn’t mine, perception 

muddled with desire 

when I buy anything. The sun 

smug as cumulus congestus

floats by, L.A. clouds 

with no memory of  rain,

my bird of  paradise, hardy 

plant and symbol of  a wise 

perspective, turning brown—

clearer air tomorrow is at best 

a crapshoot though carries 

better odds than resale.
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always ready for its cue.

ambush, custom shaft to the heart

state, fear, self-surrounding

to her cardiologist—such a walled-in 

25 soon lights up and she hurries

I step back while two women, and Sue, board.

over the unseen plunge. Holding the doors,

like dangling their victims

she needs a break and that elevators 

doesn’t want to get back in. Jokes

for no reason on 15 and she jumps out,

clutching her purse. The car stops 

He knows me, she says, white-knuckled, 

on the ground floor. I love my doctor.

someone whose practice is

Here for support, I ask about finding

doesn’t even like voting booths.

ferris wheels, airplane lavs,

heights and small enclosures—

in the 6x5 metal box. She dreads

“Time After Time” playing 

physics, sax-heavy 

another invasion of  applied

Sue steps into what she calls

First visit to her doctor’s new office, 

Going Up
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Patricia P.
   Title: Alphabet Soup

There is a ghost in the kitchen;

it’s banging all the pots 

and turning the oven on at

2 in the morning.

I laid out a blanket

of  bread and butter

as a peace offering—

the next day,

it was all gone.

I find omelets on

sizzling pans in the mornings

and tossed salads

when I come back from work.

Tubs of  ice cream remain cold

when I leave them out in the open

and I can hear the dishes

washing themselves.

Tonight,

I’m leaving open a can of  

alphabet soup.
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Phillip Sterling
   Say Uncle

You wake abruptly and the first thing

that comes to mind is avuncular,

a word you’re not familiar with, or

you thought you weren’t familiar with,

and you think: What the hell? It’s 3:14

a.m., according to the radio alarm.

You’ll look it up tomorrow.

But you forget: the word, the dream

that might have spurred it, the horse

you didn’t ride, the uncle who passed on

before you ever got to know him.

(Don’t your nephew’s nephews now

have children of  their own? How likely

you’ll ever chance to meet them?)

Later, on your walk, you remember

not the word, but that you can’t recall it.

You’re passing where the builder’s stalled,

his horse van rigged for tools parked in

the drive, and you realize you’re soaked

right to the skin. How far you’ve come!

And look! The clouds retreat, rein in.
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Charles Rammelkamp
   Fifi

When I read about the accident,

Glen tumbling off  his roof

like Icarus falling out of  the sky,

slamming into the pavement

three stories down,

snapping his neck,

dying instantly.

I remembered the fey lad in Boston,

just out of  the closet

where he’d shut himself  up

for the first nineteen years 

of  his Midwestern life,

glorying in his new-found freedom

hundreds of  miles from home,

carrying around a stuffed armadillo

he called Fifi,

a leash around its neck,

the hilarity he and his friends found

in the shocked, bewildered expressions

of  the other commuters on the subway trains,

a sort of  smug contempt

for the provincials’ lack of  imagination.

Icarus, yes: precocious, careless, proud,

sure he could repair his chimney

all by himself, without assistance,

pleased with himself

for the ingeniousness of  Fifi.
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Leslie Philibert
   Refugees

What is left if  nothing`s left?

The tap loses teeth-blood,

Each empty cup smiles with malice.

We have fallen over the fence,

Our pictures torn, a history in bags,

We walk like a cluster of  wraiths

As dull legs trudge over stones.

The old will wither with frost

When the night comes sooner.

And if  the children cry in the night

There is nothing more to say

Than that the stars are hungry too.
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William Doreski
   Lynn Shore

This clapboard tenement complete

with druggie roommates, broken locks, 

and a view of  a sewage beach 

is the worst of  your many rentals.

Visiting frightens me. Tattoos

wink in shadows. Nose and lip rings

clatter as the young people fondle

whatever bodies they can reach.

The reek of  poisoned rats in the walls

sours my breath as I climb the stairs

to find you sprawled weeping in bed.

Let’s walk on the sorry gray beach.

At least the surf  breaks with sighs

we understand. The green rollers

clutch at the mess, then withdraw

with satisfying hiss of  pebbles.

Put on your clumsy boots and big

peasant skirt in memory

of  your hippie youth and walk with me

in an ultraviolet radiance 

that will enflame your old-fashioned

but still utile good looks. The day

won’t last. An oil tanker scores

the horizon. Even from here

I can tell the crew is scanning
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the shore for a glimpse of  you.

Let’s go. One of  your roommates

has overdosed, and soon like the rats

will stink up the hallway. Pack

your last belongings and walk

as far as the old pier where dead

fish loll in the wash and couples

nosh French Fries and giggle

in tones we could emulate

while dark smokes up from the mud

to fill your pores and heal you.
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William Jolliff
   Like that Cat in the Barn

It arched its scabby back, spit a curse,

and tried to look just larger than a man,

a mix of  malice and something worse,

one part terror, two parts contempt.

I hadn’t meant to trap her in the barn—

she could’ve kept that loft for all I care.

I’d never seen that look again until

the day we sat together with your analyst

to hear what diagnosis she could make.

We listened while she scratched out the fate

of  any way you’d ever tried to feel

about yourself. I heard your masque begin

to crack. She didn’t mean to trap you.

Still, I’ll never blame you for the hiss.
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Domenic Scopa
   Injury

All were moving. 

Teammates crowding Richie—

 fetal      moaning      cradling 

  his fractured foot—

Coaches huddled 

 with first aid supplies, combing 

  for a splint wrap. 

I had accidently slide-tackled 

 Richie...

My babysitter scolded me. 

Mud stained my soccer shorts. 

Inside my nightmare 

 my babysitter’s there      again

  stripping himself—

   unconsciously skillful—

  his skinny body walking

   window to window

         wrenching all the curtains closed

   

   Sunup will not wake us

    prematurely

    

    He kills the lights—

 I pray

  he will stop showing me 

   how to stroke the way 

    that gets him off. 
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The soccer shorts 

 are still crumpled 

  where the babysitter

   tossed them

    in the corner of  the closet—

years after he took me

 I’m still afraid 

  to open it. 

Don’t ask me

what happened to Richie...
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Candice Glydwell
   Lady Prufrock

When I was nine, I lived to swim and pretend

I was a mermaid—a shining, glamorous siren—

who swam and sang for days not realizing the emerald

ocean was a billiard table in the downtown bar. 

The siren’s lullaby is a drunken

karaoke rendition of  “I’m Only Happy When It Rains”

buoyed by red-headed sluts and men wearing starched black

shirts and professorial glasses, only smoke

to shield their ears.  Through the chorus

the professors etch potential poem titles onto

their cigarette packs.  They are distracted

and more sluts drown as quarters rain down the callow water. 

All the men look alike—seamen in a worn felt mass

flaunting their purpose.  They ship their hands into the fog

they have created, covering the eyes and mouth

of  the mermaid.  Her song ended ages ago.

The year pioneers her favorite month and season, a number

that doesn’t match a private coolness, surrendering

the sun’s reign to the moon’s command.  It is a time when reality

and fantasy collide, when people parade as the past or masquerade

as the dead.  Daubed in bright colors, illusion and truth

are as symbolic as the thumping pumpkin and the color

of  a witch’s debauchery.  There is no charm—she swims

through the night, cloak floating as if  seductively led across a cleverly black sea.

The galaxy’s strait is a whirlpool—a nymph becomes a monster, the girl
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becomes the woman.  It is not the shade of  sin that blinds

the men but the blackness of  night.  The professors’ starched shirts coalesce

like a single panther stalks through an Amazonian stream—treading and dying

yet living—as the witch-mermaid circles the moon she discovers

it was all only a reflection.
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Tanner Brossart
   Rejection

Every morning, on my way

To work, I see a coffee cup

On the ground

Spilling its contents to the world. A hint of  mocha mixes with many automobile

Exhausts.

I recognize the logo on the receipt

Taped to the cup, the shop it came from

Isn’t too bad. Maybe a bit bitter, but warmer

Than the sunshine of  a grandmother’s home.

We’re publishing short stories in our latest magazine, and the boss

Is looking for a diamond in the 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. rough.

I’ve been preparing for this all week, and I write back to the time

My grandmother took me fishing at a river one morning,

And I caught a trout, and she thought of  a way to tell

Me that my father had passed away, and I called it Dad.

But somehow that was turned down,

Something about the audience being too receptive to death and

The next day I see the short stories, but where others see fiction

I see blank slots where my work could’ve been inserted.

My co-worker Hugo was put in there, with some putrid garbage he calls

Love that I can’t seem to understand.

But I’m sure it’s not personal, it never is (what a shame,

That would make things so much easier to explain).

I don’t have work, so I drive down the street to get proper reception

And call Grandma; I say I’m sorry, Grams, Dad couldn’t make it,

And she says isn’t that what I told you way back when?

Afterwards I go back on the street and,
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Outside the car window, find that same coffee cup that’s

Bleeding its heart out to an uncaring world, and I want to

Help it, set it upright, throw it away,

But I can’t find a proper

Receptacle.
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Tanner Brossart
   Rewind (Pangaea)

             Many would like                                               to go back

               And fix problems                                        long forgotten

                         By everyone                                   but them;

                            I would like                              to rewind to

                        When continents                     were one

                                    And watch                them reunite,

                                        Cozy like           lovers

                                                   Once more.
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Canon Parker
   Disrepair

When I was a boy I had a drawer of  toys

      in my room. Now they are all broken

      of  course,

   even the old dresser. I left it by a dumpster

in the alley.

I remember laying on the floor of  the YMCA swimming pool

      looking up at the legs kicking wildly overhead, the pressure

      on the skull and the lifeguard

      who crashed down

    and dragged me up.

When I had my first seizure it was like this,

      rising to the surface, seeing all my toys scattered

      across the carpet.

      My father held my hands

      that night and made me pray, he thought

      I was going to Hell.

He always thought that and said so once

            and I believed him.

      We were eating Wheaties with skim milk by his TV,

      the kind that whines like a mosquito and his rabbit ears

      and tinfoil and old bottles or an ashtray on its head,

            it was always whining and always playing the news.

My best friend moved to Chicago after his dad died.

      He took a G.I. Joe I had left at his house and
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            I don’t think I said goodbye.

I found out today that he overdosed

      last month. I wasn’t invited

      to the funeral. I called his mom to

      ask if  she knew what happened

to the toy and I heard her

           almost laugh.
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Vladimir Swirynsky
   Fly Ribbon

There must be people

who are fascinated

with fly ribbon,

who hand them as

ornaments or squeeze

the bottom portion into bottle tops

so they look like a bouquet of  flowers.

The flies can’t resist

the red hot mangoes in the eye,

the slanted light of  Buddha,

slow dancing with a

partner that wouldn’t let go.

On this hot summer day

I watch their light-fingered legs

twist in the bottleneck of  futility,

unaware that they have landed

on the island of  lost souls.

Resting in the easy chair

the minutes and hours have

become obedient children,

just out of  reach a book

I’ve been wanting to read.
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Matthew Woodman
   Directory Assistance, How May I Direct Your Call?

They say the mind is the first to go.

I wouldn’t know.

                              I’ve always been too slow

and prone to distraction.

                                          Sometimes the heart

is a bloody stone.

                               Sometimes it won’t start.

Other times it does nothing but eat.

Hunger keeps you coming back to see

if  it’s possible to keep growing.

If  it’s possible to keep from knowing

how it all must end.

                                  It is.

                                            Just turn off

the narrator.

                      Watch as the Luna Moth

blinks its eyespots in order to confuse

confines of  creature and space.

                                                    Recuse

yourself  from the trial.

                                       Admit.

                                                     Ascend.

Ignore the beginning.

                                       Refuse the end.
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Myron Ernst
   Place Setting

A day peeps in, 

a day peters out;

so it is for all days,

coming up, going down,

and all it takes to make it so  

is that the dessert fork

be set above the plate, 

and that the dinner fork

be placed left of  the plate 

on its napkin, folded just so,

neatly, corner to corner.

Do it this way, 

and the day will be done.

And do remember also 

to set the spoon,

to the right of  the plate

and to the right of  the knife,

its close companion.

Do it this way, every day,

so that the sun may rise

steadily up, and slip

placidly down. 
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Dan Morris
   Life

The moon is overhead, like any romantic

movie would dictate. The sand on the dunes

is cooling from the day’s constant sunlight.

He stands next to her as she talks about

her art class and how the summer won’t

change what they’ve started just a week ago.

He thinks this is what college is about. 

What is one’s time at college but an opening 

of  new avenues without definite terminations?

Because this seems to fit the archetype established

in films targeted for his generation he knows

what is happening at this very moment is what

starts the great movements in life. And it is all 

about life and life is the subject of  everything 

that he creates that he feels has meaning. He

wants to tell her that she is his life not knowing

that when he calls her after a month of  silence 

she will say her wedding is in October and that she

doesn’t have time to talk. 
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Alan Jernigan
   Comfort Loop

I want to make a prayer to pray to. “Dear Prayer,” I’ll start, as if  the prayer itself  

were something to pray to. I’ll say, “Dear Prayer, would you please...” and then 

make some sort of  humble demand. It’s like writing a book that’s just the word 

“book” written over and over. I’ll say “Dear Prayer, please pray for me.” That’ll 

be good, won’t it? Then I’ll be praying to Prayer while Prayer prays for me, or 

maybe even to me. I’ll change my name to “Prayer,” so when Prayer prays to 

me, it’ll say “Dear Prayer, please pray to me,” and then that’ll be the same thing 

I say to Prayer in return. And I’ll also have a cat named “Prayer,” and I’ll say 

“Dear Prayer, please pray for Prayer,” no longer even sure who or what I’m 

talking about.  
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Alan Jernigan
   Stupid Childish Ecstasy

Some people are having a really good time over there. Over in the darkness, a 

blob of  diaper creepers herds itself  over to a tattered lake. I’m going to go to 

sleep and inevitably dream about something better than my life. I have a hard 

time believing that the most common name ever is John Smith—it’s probably 

something more like Elephant Killer or Red Harvey. Remember those Yaz 

commercials where the women sit around all happy, just talking and having 

clits? Yeah, that’s not my fucking life. 
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Matthew Ulland
   Subway Gospel

Traveling under ground,

always one woman reads

Good News, crinkling words— 

onion-skinned verses; 

where her Savior speaks, 

little bloody marks. 

Man in wool and beard

deciphers minuscule squares—

scripture buttressed in thick

walls of  comment. Hard-luck 

men croon, “Little light 

of  mine, gonna let it...”

Three-part harmony. Smirk

for a dollar. Once, a monk— 

burgundy robe topped

with saffron vest. Next stop

Church Street; next stop 

Eye of  God, Burning Babe.
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Joyce Janca-Aji
   Portrait of  the young man...

Has it not occurred to anyone

that Monet might have done just as well

if  he counted fence posts

or lined up all his shoes

instead of  painting haystacks?

That his art was not so much

perspective as lack

of  something to do with his hands?

Or that for Van Gogh, certain hues

of  cobalt squealed at too high a pitch

when he painted and it was a choice

between the purity of  refracted light

and the purgatories of  sound?

And what about Bosch and Brueghel

and the claustrophobic closets of  vision

not uncommon among those who must live

on margins of  land reclaimed from the sea?

My son plucks jellyfish from construction paper.

He frees demons from lead that has cooled to a point,

from virgin reams of  a bright white not of  this earth.

Who says he will not be misunderstood

to be an artist, when he is simply trying 
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to assume the undertaker’s ease in collecting the bodies

that have fallen from the safe havens of  the imaginary?
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Joyce Janca-Aji
   True Love

if  I know how to throw the hatchet

so that the blade strikes precisely center

and lodges impeccably in the mass

of  salvaged boards nailed

together with bent and broken bits

to the singular rotting beam of  what once was

the south wall of  the barn, then I should know

how to throw enough of  a glance

to sever the unseen line

drafted to become the architecture

of  our lives if  not the whole

of  the goddamned edifice.
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Gale Acuff
   Sniff

I love Miss Hooker and if  it kills me

I’m going to marry her one day and

have some babies, as many as we can

however you make them, I’m only 10

and haven’t gotten that far in school yet,

regular school that is—Miss Hooker’s my

Sunday School teacher, maybe 25

and pretty old but at least still pretty

and if  she’ll marry me when I’m 16

she’ll be 31 and when she’s 40

I’ll be her age now, it’s in the numbers,

25, and of  course she’s got to die

and when she does I’ll probably still be

alive and going on alone without

anyone but our kids, of  course. Maybe

I’ll marry again to give them a new

mother but then again maybe not, I

plan to be all broken-up for a while,

and soon it will be my turn to die and

follow Miss Hooker to wherever she’s

gone, I’ll sniff  and sniff  for her perfume or

maybe wake up dead in Heaven with her

hovering over me, she always was

like an angel, maybe I’ll tell her so

if  I’ve got my wits about me when I

open my eyes and see her in her new

body, she says all believers get them,

but it will really have to go some to

beat her old one, I mean the one she has
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now, red hair and green eyes and freckles. This

morning in Sunday School, I mean after,

I went up to Miss Hooker in her big

red chair and told her that I thought she’d make

a good wife for me when the time comes and

she smiled and told me that I’ll make some gal

a wonderful husband one day, which means

she’ll never fall for me, she’s turned me down

cold. Now I know why Jesus had to die.
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Allison Grayhurst
   Riverstones

Announcing flesh

in the sleepy-loosened

day. A childhood of

bridges, masterpiece aromas

that overlook the playing fields—

one year, two grades and people

once beautiful, now ordinary,

bike turns, riverstones, skipping

on driveways, melting ice over grates

long pleated hair, dark, looking into

competitive eyes. It was the last

year I was there, spending evenings staring

at the gaudy peeling wallpaper or 

in the basement crawlspace, space

without any windows, hearing

hockey games, spiders mating, silhouettes

disintegrating. It was the last time

in that car for that car ride, through dull highway hours, 

cats in boxes, on laps, children waving, music at half  mast,

children waving.
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Anton Jones
   Stop Hitting Yourself

Tour the world through 

the inside of  my old shoes,

unworn since the crutch of  youth

but dusted off  to take

a dismal glimpse of  a past repressed

by my unwillingness to please my frumpy self.

Take a step into the mirror,

as the cold glass fondles my memory

I laugh because it is inappropriate.

I chuckle watching my violent obtuseness 

lay utter waste to my ravaged dreams—

childhood graffiti etched into a sidewalk,

a sidewalk made marble by nostalgic doodles of  master plans.

30 shekels of  silver 

to shake hands with my former self

with the hand I just used to wipe.

30 shekels of  silver 

to kick him in the scrotum

before he makes more mistakes

We both grin,

the threshold before loading our fists.

I break the dusty mirror

I burn my old shoes

laughing hard enough to choke on my pity

knowing I shall soon be paid a visit

from a slightly older man
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touched by an evasive mirror

while wearing my new shoes.

Love every second of  my frailty

spent giving that older man

a reason to come at me

with fiery eyes and a Louisville Slugger.
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Brad Garber
   Decisions

If  a man drinks to excess, he dies early.

Drinking in moderation will protect his heart.

If  he does not drink, he dies of  loneliness

and, so, I struggle with decisions, a cigarette

blowing thin party ribbons across the room.

People sometimes explode their hearts

white lines blurred from zero to boom.

Others know how to mellow in the weeds

opting for embers over flames.

I listen to peddlers of  immortality.

Some folks eat chicken wings to prove

they can eat more than anyone else, faster; 

other folks sit with legs crossed for days

eating air and thoughts and empty dreams

while I chew on anything with juice.

My father spent his life saving people

while I tried to figure out how to save my own.
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Larry Narron
   Night School

Most of  us in Intro 

to Egyptology are grateful 

for a smoke break in the rain.  

The ex-paramedic 

with the teardrop tattoo 

blows half-broken rings 

 

at the moon as he preaches 

Osiris.  It’s clear by the sand 

in his voice he’s lamenting 

the tops of  the pyramids 

dissolving slowly in the wind:  

“Tonight after class, 

I’ll get lost on purpose 

while driving a road 

that winds through a forest

& consider the wasted 

afterlives of  the pharaohs.  

What talismans 

would I take with me 

into my gilded tomb?  

I’d want to listen to 

the scythes of  lightning 
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swing inside the sky.  

I’d baptize my shadow 

in the brushfires of  Aaru, 

an arsonist made heartsick 

by the burning of  the stars.” 
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John Grey
   The Oldest Guy in the Arcade

One pin-ball machine 

in the arcade, 

just the one nod 

to the ancestors

of  all these new-fangled machines.

I don’t want to drive at Indy,

wipe out aliens, gangstas, monsters,

ski down precipices,

pilot rocket ships through meteor showers.

These thumbs, these fingers, 

are designed for flippers, 

and these ears are trained

to the thump of  steel balls

on lit-up bumpers,

while these eyes get high

on dazzling lights and

ever-increasing scores

rattling around the midriff

of  some painted seductress.

I can tip the machine

without tilting.

I can will the silver pill

wherever I want it,

into the triple rewards,

away from the side alleys.

And the owner has the nerve to say
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he’s getting rid of  this machine. 

“Can’t get the parts,” he sneers.

Just like the doctor

when I can’t piss without pain,

or bend my knee,

or drink like I used to.

I should get that doc

to look at all these highest scores...

every one is my initials.

Okay, so I no longer beat my best

But I can rack up free game

after free game

like they’re the days that I’ve still got coming.
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Contributors’ Notes
Gale Acuff has had many poems published and is the author of  three books of  
poetry. He currently teaches literature at Sichuan University for Nationalities, in 
China.

Christa Angelios is a senior creative writing and business administration 
double major at Coe who currently tutors in English and creative writing, serves 
as  an intern and Poetry Editor at The Midnight Diner, and is looking to explore 
the innovative world of  publishing in New York City during her final spring 
semester.

Jeffrey P. Beck is the recent winner of  the Hart Crane Memorial Poetry Award, 
and honorable mention winner of  the Frank O’Hara Poetry Prize. His poetry 
has been published or will be published in Miramar, Writing Tomorrow, Worcester 
Review, Grey Sparrow Journal, I-70 Review, and other journals.

Emm Borgerding writes ghost stories, reads comic books, and makes boys cry.

Elena Botts’ poems have won four contests, including Word Works Young 
Poets’, and she is the author of  the poetry book a little luminescence at allbook-
books.com.  Go to o-mourning-dove.tumblr.com to see her latest artwork.

Marissa Bouska is thrilled to be co-managing editor this year, as well as to try 
and get through the stacks of  books she must read as a sophomore English and 
communication studies major.

Alexander Boyd is a creative writing, gender studies, and math major at Coe 
College, and received an honorable mention in the 2014 ACM Nick Adams 
Short Story Contest for his story “Zoo Stories.” He is looking forward to a 
career in New York City’s publishing industry.

Tanner Brossart is a junior at Coe College who studies English and creative 
writing. He hopes to improve his writing to become a renowned author later in 
life. His favorite authors include John Steinbeck, Ray Bradbury, and Roald Dahl.

Kevin Brown is the author of  three collections of  poems—Liturgical Calendar: 
Poems, A Lexicon of  Lost Words, and Exit Lines--a memoir and a book of  
scholarship.  You can find out more about him and his work at http://www.
kevinbrownwrites.com/.

Christiana Carrol is a freshman at Coe College double majoring in molecular 
biology and creative writing. She also loves theatre, the arts, and music. 
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Susana H. Case is Professor and Program Coordinator at the New York 
Institute of  Technology. She is the author of  four full-length collections, 
including Elvis Presley’s Hips & Mick Jagger’s Lips (Anaphora Literary Press) and, 
this year, 4 Rms w Vu (Mayapple Press). Please visit her online at: http://iris.
nyit.edu/~shcase/.

Margaret Cline is a junior Coe College majoring in English and creative 
writing. Some of  her interests include dramatic renditions of  Disney songs, 
drinking copious amounts of  caffeine, and interpretive danceing with her 
friends.

Ariel Crego is a Coe College student by day (and by night as well); when not 
studying the finer points of  physics she is enjoying novels with intricate plots or 
trying to cut down on her list of  creative to-dos.

Rachel Deyoe, a freshman, loves to write, edit, drink tea, and occasionally fill 
up silence with odd hypothetical questions.

Colin Dodds is a poet, filmmaker and the author of  several novels, including 
WINDFALL and The Last Bad Job. You can find his work at thecolindodds.com.

Halie Doland is a freshmen at Coe College; she is currently studying 
accounting, creative writing, and film studies.

William Doreski’s work has appeared in various e-journals and print journals 
and in several collections, most recently City of  Palms (AA Press, 2012).

Michelle Donahue is a current MFA candidate in Creative Writing and 
Environment at Iowa State where she was the managing editor of  Flyway. Her 
work has appeared in Hobart, Whiskey Island, Front Porch Journal, and others.

Jackie Duden is a creative writing and environmental studies major at Coe 
College. 

Myron Ernst was born in Brooklyn, New York and received his B.A. from 
Brooklyn College of  the City University of  New York in French and his M.A. 
from University of  Iowa in French/Italian.

Brad Garber lives, writes and runs around naked in the Great Northwest.  He 
has published poetry, essays and articles in many quality publications. 2013 
Pushcart Prize nominee.   

Candice Glydwell is a middle school Language Arts teacher at St. Mary’s 
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Catholic School in Lawton, OK.  She is also a wife, mother, and self-proclaimed 
crazy cat lady.

Allison Grayhurst is a member of  the League of  Canadian Poets. She has over 
400 poems published in international journals and anthologies. She has eleven 
published books of  poetry and four collections, as well as six chapbooks and 
one e-chapbook: www.allisongrayhurst.com.

Jonathan Greenhause received a 2014 Willow Review Award, and his poetry 
has appeared in The Dark Horse (UK), The Malahat Review (CAN), and New 
Millennium Writings, among others.  He was also a contributor to last year’s issue 
of  Coe Review.

John Grey is an Australian born poet. Recently published in Paterson Literary 
Review, Southern California Review and Natural Bridge with work upcoming in New 
Plains Review, Leading Edge, and Louisiana Literature.

Issa Halsey is a sophomore at Coe College who is double majoring in 
Psychology and Sociology.

Matthew Hamilton holds a Master of  Fine Arts from Fairfield University and 
is a two time Pushcart Prize nominee. His chapbook, The Land of  the Four Rivers, 
published by Cervena Barva Press, won the 2013 Best Poetry Book from Peace 
Corps Writers.

Maisie Iven is a junior religion major who likes dangerous fish and dogs of  all 
sizes.

Joyce Janca-Aji spends her “free time” teaching in courses in French and 
in Gender and Sexuality Studies at Coe College when not lost in a poem or 
ambling through the woods looking for owls, . 

Alan Jernigan was born in Tucson, Arizona at an early age.  Some time after 
that, he proceeded to receive his MFA in creative writing at Northern Arizona 
University.

Heather Job is a senior at Coe College studying creative writing and 
communication studies, graduating a semester early, and moving to New York 
to pursue a career in publishing. Her other interests include pugs, puns, show 
tunes, and aggressive sass.

Brandyn Johnson is an adjunct English instructor for Black Hills State 
University. He lives with his wife, Anna, in Rapid City, SD.
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Patrick Johnson is a senior at Coe College studying philosophy, creative 
writing, and procrastination. He currently has no concrete plans for post-
graduation, and is debating the pros and cons of  being a starving artist.

William Jolliff  is professor of  English at George Fox University.  His poetry 
and criticism have appeared in West Branch, Southern Humanities Review, Southern 
Poetry Review, Appalachian Journal, Midwest Quarterly, and many other journals.

Anton Jones is a sophomore at Coe College. He loves food more than life 
itself.

WonIl Kang is a film major at Coe College, and he wishes to one day win an 
oscar.

Jenna Kelly, a Coe College sophomore, is one of  the two poetry editors and a 
neuroscientist in training.

Kendra Lueck is an aspiring fiction writer and is a student at Coe College.

Taylor Mayenschein is a junior at Coe College studying communication 
studies who intends to apply her rhetorical work in a department of  
redundancy. She enjoys tearable jokes, especially those on fliers.

Caitlyn McKendry is a sophomore majoring in creative writing and Business, 
and she dabbles in drawing, sculpture, photography, play writing, poetry, and 
fiction. Her dream is to someday be an author and to open a bakery.

Sharrell McKiver enjoys working as part of  the Coe Review staff  and getting the 
chance to work with so many amazing people.She would like to thank all of  the 
staff  for their hard work in compiling this magazine semester after semester.

Bruce McRae is a Pushcart-nominee and Canadian musician with over 900 
publications, including Poetry.com and The North American Review. His first book, 
The So-Called Sonnets is available from the Silenced Press website or via Amazon 
books. To hear his music and view more poems visit ‘TheBruceMcRaeChannel’ 
on Youtube.

Sally Molini is a writer and freelance editor whose work has appeared in 
Denver Quarterly, Beloit Poetry Journal, Rattle, Best New Poets, Southern Poetry Review, 
among others. Co-founder of  Cerise Press (www.cerisepress.com), she lives in 
Nebraska.

Dan Morris teaches writing and world literature at Auburn University. His 
chapbook, Following the Day, was published by Pudding House Publications in 
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2007. His work has appeared in Connecticut Review, The Cape Rock, Poetry South, 
Rock and Sling, and Xavier Review, among others. He is senior editor for the 
online poetry journal, Town Creek Poetry.

 Larry Narron worked as a window cleaner in Southern California before 
studying English literature at UC Berkeley, where he attended Joyce Carol 
Oates’s short fiction workshop.  His poems have appeared or are forthcoming 
in Whiskey Island, , The Round, and the Sandy River Review.

Kirsten Nelson is a senior at Coe College. She enjoys dismantling the 
patriarchy and sipping coffee with her friends.

Patricia P. currently lives, writes and studies in the Philippines. You can contact 
her and find more of  her work at pennilesspoet.tumblr.com

Canon Parker lives and studies in Bozeman, Montana. His poetry has appeared 
in The Rook and is forthcoming in Barrow Street Journal.

Thomas Petrino, hailing from Onalaska, Washington, is a sophomore at Coe 
College majoring in political science and Spanish.

Leslie Philibert is a London born social worker and writer living in Germany. 
He has published some work in magazines in the US and UK and has also 
translated plays for a South German theatre group.

Charles Rammelkamp’s poetry chapbook, MIXED SIGNALS, was just 
published by Finishing Line Press. He lives in Baltimore.

Leah Rea is a curious traveller (exchange student) from an antique land 
(Northern Ireland). She is a Business major at Coe College, a Law student back 
home, and an adventurous lover of  language and word-play at both.

Heather Rick is a New England-based writer and poet studying religion at 
Smith College. Her work has appeared in publications such as The Cape Rock, 
Slipstream, Steam Ticket, and Fourteen Hills.

Lauren Schwartz is a Senior working toward English Literature and Asian 
Studies Majors. She can ride a bike with no hands and I’m getting very good at 
baking.

Domenic Scopa is an MFA candidate at Vermont College of  Fine Arts, where 
he studies poetry and translation. He is the 2014 recipient of  the Robert K. 
Johnson Poetry Prize.
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Sea Sharp is a vegan and an American expat in England. Sharp works for 
Social Services, publishes poetry, and happens to be a “decent” hula hoop 
dancer.

Haleema Smith loves to read sci-fi when she’s not hidden behind a stack of  
novels required for the English major.

Phillip Sterling’s poetry has previously appeared in such periodicals as Georgia 
Review, Kenyon Review, Hayden’s Ferry Review, Seneca Review, American Literary Review, 
The Paris Review, and Western Humanities Review. Mutual Shores,  his first collection, 
was published by New Issues Press in 2000; three chapbook-length series 
of  poems have followed: Significant Others (MainStreet Rag 2005), Quatrains 
(Pudding House 2006), and Abeyance (winner of  the 2007 Frank Cat Press 
Chapbook Award). His most recent book is a collection of  short fiction titled In 
Which Brief  Stories Are Told (Wayne State U Press 2011).

Linda Ann Strang is the author of  the poetry collection Wedding Underwear for 
Mermaids. Her work has been published in many journals around the world. She 
lives in South Africa.

Ann Struthers retired after teaching for over twenty years in the Coe College 
English Department. She has published widely, and was awarded a Fulbright 
Fellowship. Here at Coe, Ann is an expert at helping students become Fulbright 
Scholars.

Amy Swanson is a sophomore from Coe College studying psychology.

Vladimir Swirynsky started writing at the age of  forty-five after spending two 
weeks down in Mardi Gras. His 24th book of  poetry, Wanting to Drown in Calm 
Waters, just out from New Kiev Publishing.

Dennis Trudell has published poems and stories in many journals, recently in 
Arts & Letters, Tulane Review, Hopkins Review, Trajectory, Saranac Review, Perceptions; 
earlier in Georgia Review, TriQuarterly North American Review, Ontario Review, New 
England Review, etc. His book Fragments in Us: Recent & Earlier Poems won a 
national competition and publication by University of  Wisconsin Press. He 
edited Full Court: A Literary Anthology of  Basketball for Breakaway Books. His 
poems have been reprinted in over twenty anthologies.

John Sibley Williams is the author of  eight poetry collections, most recently 
Controlled Hallucinations (FutureCycle Press, 2013). A three-time Pushcart 
nominee, he lives in Portland, Oregon and serves as editor of  The Inflectionist 
Review and Board Member of  the Friends of  William Stafford.
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Matthew Woodman teaches composition at California State University, 
Bakersfield and is doing all he can to survive the California drought.

Matthew Ulland’s poems and essays have appeared in MiPOEsias, Illuminations, 
The Meadowland Review, Border Crossing, LIT, caesura, Hanging Loose, and other 
journals. He is the author of  the chapbook, The Sound in the Corn, and of  the 
novel, The Broken World.

Brenda Yates, Pushcart nominee and Beyond Baroque Poetry Contest winner, 
appears in Manifest West, Mississippi Review, City of  the Big Shoulders: An Anthology 
of  Chicago Poetry (University of  Iowa Press), The Southern Poetry Anthology, Volume 
VI: Tennessee (Texas Review Press).

Jeffrey Zable is a teacher and conga drummer as well as a writer of  poetry, 
fiction, and non-fiction. Present, or upcoming writing in Toad Suck Review, 
Clarion, Kentucky Review, Ishaan Literary Review, Serving House Journal, Owen Wister 
Review, Chaos Poetry Review (featured poet) and many others.


